We’re delighted to introduce the wonderful books
that make up our list for the second half of 2021.
Featuring a breathtaking novelistic memoir of
abuse and resistance (Falling is Like Flying), the first
in an immersive, atmospheric detective series set in
Stalinist Russia (Punishment of a Hunter) and a vivid
depiction of the backstabbing and bloodshed of
the Viking–Anglo-Saxon conflicts (The Wolf Age),
there is truly something here for every reader.
From an innovative, beautiful memoir about living
in a vulnerable body (I Live a Life Like Yours) to
a masterful collection of stories from beloved
Russian author Teffi (Other Worlds), from a twisty
whodunnit that probes the culture of true crime
(Pretty as a Picture) to a hauntingly powerful debut
of family secrets (Dinner Party), this is a list of the
world’s best stories, to be read and read again.
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Pushkin Press new titles

NEW
TITLES

MANON UPHOFF
The darkly beautiful novelistic memoir of a childhood spent in
the shadow of a domineering, abusive father
This is a story she never wanted to tell, but
in the end she had no choice. When her older
sister dies at the age of sixty-nine, it brings
back a past the author thought she had left
behind. Incensed, she delves back into her
childhood, recreating the abusive world that
she grew up in, ruled over by her tyrannical
father, The Minotaur.

‘Devastates... a starry sky
of stylistic invention’ NRC
Handelsblad

Translated from the Dutch by Sam
Garrett
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277033
£12.99
July 2021
192pp
B-format HB

In a narrative by turns shockingly dark and
strangely beautiful, she retraces her path
through the phantasmagorical labyrinth,
bringing a tale of silent trauma to a triumphant, raucous conclusion. Falling is Like Flying
is an extraordinary autobiographical story of
abuse and resilience, a literary triumph that
reminds us what language is capable of.

Manon Uphoff was born in 1962 into a
family of thirteen children. She left home
at 16, went on to study literary theory
and is now a writer and artist. Her debut
Begeerte was nominated for the AKO
Literatuurprijs, the Anton Wachterprijs,
and the ECI-prijs. Falling is Like Flying has
been a literary phenomenon in the Netherlands, making 32 ‘Best of 2019’ lists and
being shortlisted for the Libris Prize.
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FALLING IS LIKE FLYING

AN EDITOR’S BURIAL

TEFFI

EDITED BY WES ANDERSON AND
DAVID BRENDEL

Masterful stories of faith and superstition from a much-loved
Russian author

Inspirations for Wes Anderson’s The French Dispatch - brilliant
essays by New Yorker luminaries that

Celebrated for the wit of her satirical
sketches, Teffi was also a writer of uncommon
sensitivity, capable of plumbing the darker
aspects of human psychology while retaining
the signature grace of her style. The stories
collected here share spiritual and supernatural themes, drawing from the provincial Russia
of Teffi’s youth.

‘I can’t recommend her
strongly enough’ Nicholas
Lezard, Guardian

Translated from the Russian by
Robert and Elizabeth Chandler
et al.
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782275619
£10.99
August 2021
304pp
B-format PB

A glimpse of post-war France through the
eyes and words of 14 (mostly) expatriate
journalists including Mavis Gallant, James
Baldwin, A.J. Liebling, S.N. Behrman, Luc
Sante, Joseph Mitchell, and Lillian Ross; plus,
portraits of their editors William Shawn and
New Yorker founder Harold Ross. Together:
they invented modern magazine journalism.

A young girl, haunted by the sinister sound
of a church bell, resolves to become a saint.
A reluctant participant on a mass pilgrimage
has a shatteringly profound experience. A recently married couple’s relationship becomes
strained as they each fear that their maid is
a witch. By turns playful and profound, these
tales of other worlds precisely illuminate
human desires, fears and failings.

Teffi was a phenomenally popular writer
in pre-revolutionary Russia. She was born
in 1872 into a prominent St Petersburg
family and emigrated from Bolshevik
Russia in 1919. She eventually settled in
Paris, where she became an important
figure in the émigré literary scene. Pushkin Press also publishes Subtly Worded,
Rasputin and Other Ironies and Memories:
From Moscow to the Black Sea.

Includes an introductory interview by Susan
Morrison with Anderson about transforming
fact into a fiction and the creation of his homage to these exceptional reporters

Cover design by Erica Dorn

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782276647
£10.99
October 2021
352pp
B-format PB

Wes Anderson’s films include Bottle
Rocket, Rushmore, The Royal Tenenbaums,
Fantastic Mr Fox, Isle of Dogs and Moonrise
Kingdom. The French Dispatch is forthcoming in October 2021.
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OTHER WORLDS: PEASANTS,
PILGRIMS, SPIRITS, SAINTS

ANGLO-SAXONS AND THE BATTLE
FOR THE NORTH SEA EMPIRE
TORE SKEIE
A thrilling new angle on the Viking–Anglo-Saxon conflicts

A GUARDIAN ANGEL RECALLS
WILLEM FREDERIK HERMANS
A dark, disorienting classic wartime thriller from the author of
The Darkroom of Damocles

In the year 1000, the ordinary people of
the lands surrounding the North Sea are
struggling to survive. Meanwhile their nobles
and rulers are concerned with only one thing:
power. To get power they need soldiers, to
get soldiers they need silver, and to get silver
there is no better way than war and plunder.
This vicious cycle draws all the lands of the
north into a brutal struggle for supremacy.
But who will emerge victorious?

‘Masterfully executed’
Stavanger Aftenblad

Translated from the Norwegian by
Alison McCullough
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782276470
£25
October 2021
400pp
Royal Hardback

The Wolf Times takes the reader on a thrilling
journey through the bloody history of England
and the other nations ringing the North Sea.
Warfare, plotting, backstabbing and bribery
abound as Tore Skeie shows us how intimately
England’s early history was bound up with
that of Scandinavia, bringing the world of the
Vikings and Anglo-Saxons vividly to life.
Tore Skeie is one of the most popular
history writers in Norway. The Wolf Age is
the first of his books to be translated into
English.

On the eve of the Second World War a public
attorney, devastated because his Jewish lover
has fled without him, runs over a young girl
living clandestinely in the Netherlands. He is
torn by grief at the loss of his girlfriend and
guilt about the accident, which is shrouded in
a mystery that he attempts to unravel while
the world around him collapses. In the meantime, he is watched over by a guardian angel,
who whispers him warnings, and by a devil,
who does the same...

‘Hermans is as alarming as
a snake in the breadbin...
hugely entertaining’
Scotsman
Translated from the Dutch by
David Colmer
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782276289
£9.99
October 2021
416pp
B-format PB

A Guardian Angel Recalls is a thrilling and provocative war novel, from one of the greatest
Dutch authors of the twentieth century.

Willem Frederik Hermans (1921-1995)
was one of the most prolific and versatile
Dutch authors of the twentieth century.
In 1977 he received the Dutch Literature
Prize, the most prestigious literary prize
in the Netherlands. Hermans’ An Untouched House was published by Pushkin
Press in 2016 to rave reviews. The Darkroom of Damocles and Beyond Sleep are
also available from Pushkin Press.
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THE WOLF AGE: THE VIKINGS, THE

DUINO ELEGIES

JAN GRUE

RAINER MARIA RILKE, TRANSLATED BY
VITA AND EDWARD SACKVILLE-WEST

A profoundly beautiful memoir about living in a vulnerable body
that fiercely rewrites our concepts of relationships and desire

The first ever English translation of Rilke’s landmark poetry
cycle, reissued for the first time in 90 years

‘Magnificent... This stunning
work isn’t to be missed’
Publishers Weekly

Translated from the Norwegian by
B. L. Crook
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782276555
£14.99
November 2021
272pp
Demy Hardback

Jan Grue developed congenital muscular
dystrophy as a young child. As an adult, he
found himself frequently meeting people
from his childhood who were shocked by how
unremarkable his life seemed – as a father,
a husband and a university professor. In this
lyrical memoir, he uncovers what it means to
have lived, and to continue to live, in a body
that the world struggles to accept as normal.

In 1931, Virginia and Leonard Woolf’s Hogarth Press published a small run of a beautiful
edition of Rainer Maria Rilke’s Duino Elegies,
in English translation by the writers Vita and
Edward Sackville-West. This marked the English debut of Rilke’s masterpiece, which would
eventually be rendered in English over 20
times, influencing countless poets, musicians
and artists across the English-speaking world.

With humour, clarity and graciousness, Grue
weaves together his own memories with
references to art, film and philosophy, and the
cold clinical language of his own medical reports. Elegant and unfailingly compassionate,
this is a story of the astonishing possibilities
that come with acceptance.

Published for the first time in 90 years, the
Sackville-Wests’ translation is both a fascinating historical document and a magnificent
blank-verse rendering of Rilke’s poetry cycle.
Featuring a new introduction from critic
Lesley Chamberlain, this reissue casts one of
European literature’s great masterpieces in
fresh light.

Jan Grue was born in 1981 in Oslo. He has
a congenital muscular dystrophy. A writer
of fiction, non-fiction and children’s literature, he is also Professor of Qualitative
Research at the University of Oslo. I Live
A Life Like Yours was hailed as a major
milestone in Norwegian non-fiction. It is
the first Norwegian non-fiction book to be
nominated to the Nordic Council’s Literature Prize in 50 years.

Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277798
£14.99
December 2021
112pp
Demy Hardback

Rainer Maria Rilke (1875–1926) is considered one of the greatest German-language writers to have ever lived. He is
best known for his Duino Elegies, Sonnets
to Orpheus, and The Notebooks of Malte
Laurids Brigge.
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I LIVE A LIFE LIKE YOURS:
A MEMOIR

DINNER PARTY: A TRAGEDY

PAUL HOWARTH

SARAH GILMARTIN

The astounding follow up to Only Killers and Thieves: murder
and obsession in the Australian outback

An exhilarating and heart-rending novel about family, and all
the ways we try – and fail – to escape them

Death follows Tommy McBride everywhere.
Five years ago his family was murdered, now
a freak accident sends him fleeing into the
wilderness of the Australian outback with a
man lying dead in his wake. But Tommy is
haunted by even worse – as children, he and
his brother Billy witnessed the state-sanctioned massacre of the Kurrong people, and
they haven’t seen each other since.

‘Terrific... Highly
recommended’ Adrian
McKinty

Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781911590538
£16.99
August 2021
416pp
Demy Hardback

When an official inquiry is launched into
the massacre, the successful life that Billy
has built for himself comes under threat.
He desperately needs to find Tommy, long
disappeared into the bush. And he’s not the
only one – ruthless Inspector Noone, the man
with perhaps the most to hide, is on Tommy’s
trail as well.

Paul Howarth is a British-Australian author and former lawyer who holds an MA
in creative writing from the University of
East Anglia. His debut novel Only Killers
and Thieves was published to international acclaim, winning the Barnes & Noble
Discover Award for fiction, and appearing
on numerous other awards and booksof-the-year lists. Dust Off the Bones is his
second novel.

Kate meticulously plans a dinner to mark the
anniversary of a death in the family, from the
fancy table setting to the perfect baked alaska
waiting in the freezer. But by the end of the
night, dessert is in the bin, the guests are
gone, and Kate is spinning out of control.

‘Sarah Gilmartin is a natural
writer’ Anne Enright

Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781911590569
£16.99
September 2021
272pp
Demy Hardback

Set over four periods from the 1990s to the
present day, between Carlow and Dublin, the
family farmhouse and Trinity College, Dinner
Party is a beautifully observed, dark and
twisty novel that unravels into past family
secrets and tragedy. Kate is coming to terms
both with what it means to be a survivor, as
well as a longstanding battle with anorexia.
Haunting and unforgettable, Dinner Party
explores how the past informs the present
and how, despite everything, we can’t help
returning home.
Sarah Gilmartin is an arts journalist
who reviews debut fiction for the Irish
Times as well as a prize-winning writer
of short stories. She is co-editor of the
anthology Stinging Fly Stories (2018) and
has just completed an MFA at University
College Dublin. She recently won Best
Playwright for her short play Match at the
Short+Sweet Dublin festival.
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DUST OFF THE BONES

A thrilling addition to the Walter Presents Library: a furiously
paced psychological thriller

The hilarious and tearjerking second
instalment in the bestselling series by
the author of The Arab of the Future

Shortly after a fractious weekend away with
her family, Gaelle wakes up injured in a psychiatric hospital in Berlin. Her seven-year-old
son is in a coma in another hospital – and the
police suspect her of attempting to murder
him. With no memory of what happened but
convinced of her innocence, Gaelle escapes
and begins a determined hunt for the truth.

‘A fantastic thriller that you
want to read in one sitting’
Het Nieuwsblad

Translated from the Dutch by
Laura Watkinson
Cover design by Nathan Burton

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277484
£9.99
October 2021
288pp
Flapped Paperback

Michael is a contract killer working for
Scorpio, a ruthless organisation that spares
no-one: any agent who violates the rules
signs their own death warrant. When Michael
decides to reject an assignment, he knows he
must run for his life.

RIAD SATTOUF

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:

9781782276180
£12.99
July 2021
56pp

Format:

Paperback

‘Funny, well-observed... Sattouf has
drawn a portrait of a generation’
Observer

Translated from the French by Sam Taylor

ESTHER’S NOTEBOOKS 3:
TALES FROM MY TWELVEYEAR-OLD LIFE
RIAD SATTOUF

One makes a living by killing, the other would
kill to survive. Soon, their paths will cross.

Hilde Vandermeeren (b. 1970) wrote
a wide range of books for children and
young adults before becoming a thriller
writer. She is now a major voice within
Flemish crime writing: her debut was
shortlisted for the Gouden Strop prize
and the follow-up won the Hercule Poirot
prize. A trained psychologist, she specialises in psychological thrillers that are
tightly and cinematically structured.

Every week, the comic book artist Riad
Sattouf has a chat with his friend’s daughter,
Esther. She tells him about her life, about
school, her friends, her hopes, dreams and
fears, and then he works it up into a comic
strip.

‘The portrait of an era, drawn with a
smile’ L’Express

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782276197
£12.99
November 2021
56pp
Paperback

The third part of the bestselling Esther’s
Notebooks series consists of another 52 comic
strips that tell the story of a year in the life
of this sharp, spirited and hilarious child.
The result is a moving, insightful and utterly
addictive glimpse into the real lives of children
growing up in today’s world.

‘Riad Sattouf is one of the great
creators of our time’ Alain de Botton

Translated from the French by Sam Taylor
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HILDE VANDERMEEREN

ESTHER’S NOTEBOOKS 2:
TALES FROM MY ELEVENYEAR-OLD LIFE

THE SCORPION’S HEAD

THE ADVENTURES OF ISABEL

ELIZABETH LITTLE

CANDAS JANE DORSEY

A wickedly funny behind-the-scenes whodunnit and a thrilling
exploration of our cultural addiction to true crime stories

A hugely entertaining mystery featuring a queer, nameless
amateur detective

Some girl dies.

When a good friend’s beloved granddaughter
is murdered, our ambisexual downsized-social-worker and her cat, Bunnywit, are
enlisted to help solve the case. For the police,
Madeline is just one more dead sex worker
- so it is down to our hero and her friends to
uncover what happened to her (though not
the cat. The cat mainly sulks.)

Film editor Marissa has read better loglines
for films, but still jumps at the chance to travel to a small island to work with the legendary
– and legendarily demanding – director Tony
Rees.
But she soon discovers that on this set,
nothing is as it seems. There are rumours of
accidents and indiscretions, of burgeoning
scandals and perilous schemes. In the midst
of this chaos, Marissa is herself drawn into an
amateur investigation of the real-life murder
that is the movie’s central subject.

‘A twisty story, a cinephile’s
delight, a knockout of a
heroine. I loved it’ Laura
Lippman
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277019
£8.99
July 2021
352pp
B-format PB

The only problem is, the killer may still be on
the loose. And he might not be finished.

A graduate of Harvard University, Elizabeth Little is the author of the novel Dear
Daughter, as well as the nonfiction books
Biting the Wax Tadpole and Trip of the
Tongue. Her work has also appeared in
the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, and the Los Angeles Review of Books,
among other publications. She lives in Los
Angeles with her family.

‘An exceptional series
launch... a droll mix of
mystery and metafiction’
Publishers Weekly
Cover design by Jack Smyth

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277392
£8.99
August 2021
288pp
B-format PB

With humour, sarcasm and a good dose of
irony, our protagonist swaggers through the
mean streets of a Canadian city tracking
down leads to get the bad guy. Aided by a
love of mystery fiction the gang dives deep
into the underbelly of city life.
What at first seems an average street killing
is actually the surface of a grandiose and
glittering set of criminal schemes...
Candas Jane Dorsey is the award-winning author of science fiction novels
Black Wine, A Paradigm of Earth, Machine
Sex and Other Stories, Vanilla and Other
Stories, and Ice and Other Stories. This is
her first mystery series. She is a writer,
editor, former publisher, community
advocate, and activist living in Edmonton,
Alberta.
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PRETTY AS A PICTURE

A timely and powerful noir with a strong feminist angle,
covering themes of domestic violence and gaslighting

Babylon Berlin meets Boris Akunin in this atmospheric and
relentlessly dark detective series set in Stalinist Russia

YULIA YAKOVLEVA

Missing persons don’t always stay that
way

1930s Leningrad. As a mood of fear cloaks
the city, Investigator Vasily Zaitsev is called
on to investigate a series of bizarre and
seemingly motiveless murders. In each case,
the victim is curiously dressed and posed in
extravagantly arranged settings.

Sandrine lives alone, rarely speaking to anyone other than her colleagues. She is resigned
to her solitary life, until she sees on TV a man
despairing for his wife who has mysteriously
disappeared. Sandrine is drawn to him and
eventually the two strike up a relationship.

‘Astonishingly immersive
and chilling’ Lisa Harding

Translated from the French by
Louise Lalaurie Rogers
Cover design by Louise Cand

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277156
£12.99
September 2021
224pp
Demy Trade PB

When the man’s wife reappears, Sandrine
is forced to confront the truth about him. Is
he all she thought he was, or is he hiding an
abusive and manipulative character? Who
can she trust - the man she loves now, or the
woman he loved first?

Yulia Yakovleva is a writer, theatre and
ballet critic, and playwright. She is the
author of a nonfiction title, ABC of Ballet
(NLO, 2006) and a series of fiction books
for children, Leningrad’s Tales. Yakovleva
received her MA from School of Creative
Arts of the University of Hertfordshire.
She lives in Oslo, Norway, with her husband and son.

At the same time, one by one precious old
master paintings are going missing from the
Hermitage collection.

‘Yakovleva writes with a
deep, expert knowledge of
the period’ Gorky

Translated from the Russian by
Ruth Ahmedzai Kemp
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782276777
£14.99
October 2021
224pp
Demy Hardback

As Zaitsev sets about his investigations, he
meets with suspicion at practically every
turn, and potential witnesses are reluctant
to provide information. Soon Zaitsev himself
comes under suspicion from the Soviet secret
police. The embittered detective must battle
increasingly complex political machinations in
his dogged quest to uncover the truth.
Yulia Yakovleva is a writer, theatre and
ballet critic, and playwright. She is the
author of a nonfiction title, ABC of Ballet
(NLO, 2006) and a series of fiction books
for children, Leningrad’s Tales. Yakovleva
received her MA from School of Creative
Arts of the University of Hertfordshire.
She lives in Oslo, Norway, with her husband and son.
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LOUISE MEY

PUNISHMENT OF A HUNTER:
A LENINGRAD CONFIDENTIAL

THE SECOND WOMAN

A WILL TO KILL

SEISHI YOKOMIZO

RV RAMAN

A fiendish classic Japanese murder mystery, from the author of
The Honjin Murders

A Golden Age-esque murder mystery set in contemporary India,
for fans of Lucy Foley and Knives Out

Nestled deep in the mist-shrouded mountains, The Village of Eight Graves takes its
name from a bloody legend: in the sixteenth
century, eight samurais, who had taken refuge
there along with a secret treasure, were murdered by the inhabitants, bringing a terrible
curse down upon their village.

Mist, mountains, murder.
Ageing millionaire Bhaskar Fernandez has
invited his relatives to the remote and
possibly haunted Greybrooke Manor in the
misty Nilgiris for the last time. He knows that
his guests expect to gain from his impending
death, and to safeguard himself against violence, he writes two conflicting wills.

Centuries later a mysterious young man
named Tatsuya arrives in town, bringing a
spate of deadly poisonings in his wake. The
inimitably scruffy and brilliant Kosuke Kindaichi investigates.

‘A fine detective’ New York
Times

‘The master of ingenious
plotting’ Guardian

Translated from the Japanese by
Bryan Karetnyk
Cover design by Anna Morrison

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277453
£8.99
December 2021
320pp
B-format PB

Which one of them comes into force depends
on how he dies.

Seishi Yokomizo (1902–81) was one of
Japan’s most famous and best-loved
mystery writers. He is best known for his
Kosuke Kindaichi series, which ran to 77
books, many of which were adapted for
stage and television in Japan. Two other
Kindaichi mysteries, The Honjin Murders
and The Inugami Curse, are available from
Pushkin Vertigo.

Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277323
£8.99
December 2021
304pp
B-format PB

Fernandez also invites Harith Athreya, a
seasoned investigator, to watch what unfolds.
When a landslide occurs, temporarily isolating
them and resulting in a murder, Athreya finds
that murder is not the only thing the mist
conceals.

After a corporate career spanning three
decades and four continents, RV Raman
has moved away from fulltime roles to
pursue other interests. He now teaches
at an IIM, mentors young entrepreneurs,
serves as an independent director on
company boards, and writes crime fiction.
He lives in Chennai and A Will to Kill is
the first book of a new series of murder
mysteries.
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THE VILLAGE OF EIGHT GRAVES

pushkin vertigo

THE MASTER KEY
MASAKO TOGAWA
The prizewinning debut mystery from one of Japan’s best-loved
crime writers
A building full of secrets
A key that will unlock them all
The K Apartments for Ladies in Tokyo
conceals a sinister past behind each door: a
woman who has buried a child; a scavenger
driven mad by ill-health; a wife mysteriously
guarding her late husband’s manuscripts; a
talented violinist tortured by her own guilt.
The master key, which opens the door to all
150 rooms, links their tangled stories. But
now it has been stolen, and dirty tricks are
afoot.

‘Extraordinarily
atmospheric... an eerie
gem’ The Times

Translated from the Japanese by
Simon Grove
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277729
£8.99
December 2021
192pp
B-format PB

A deadly secret lies buried beneath the
building. And when it is revealed, there will be
murder.

Masako Togawa (1931–2016) was one of
Japan’s foremost writers of crime fiction.
Born in Tokyo, she worked as a cabaret
performer before beginning to write crime
fiction backstage, during her breaks. The
Master Key won the Edgowa Rampo Prize,
and Togawa went on to become a hugely
successful author, while continuing to
lead a parallel life as a singer, actress,
feminist, nightclub owner and gay icon.

NEW
PAPERBACKS

AT NIGHT ALL BLOOD
IS BLACK

The hugely acclaimed, mind-expanding literary work about the
wonders and perils of scientific discovery

The prize-winning story of a Senegalese soldier in the trenches,
told in hypnotic, powerful prose

DAVID DIOP

Shortlisted for the International Booker
Prize

Winner of the International Booker Prize
Alfa and Mademba are two of the many
Senegalese soldiers fighting in the Great War.
Together they climb dutifully out of their
trenches to attack France’s German enemies
whenever the whistle blows, until Mademba
is wounded, and dies in a shell hole with his
belly torn open.

Fritz Haber, Alexander Grothendieck, Werner
Heisenberg, Erwin Schrödinger: these are
among the luminaries into whose troubled
minds we are thrust as they grapple with the
most profound questions of existence. They
have strokes of unparalleled genius, they
alienate friends and lovers, they descend into
isolated states of madness. Some of their
discoveries revolutionise our world for the
better; others pave the way to chaos and unimaginable suffering. The lines are never clear.

‘The strangest and most
original book I’ve read for
years’ Philip Pullman

With breakneck pace, Benjamín Labatut uses
the imaginative resources of fiction to break
open the stories of scientists who expanded
our notions of the possible.

Translated from the Spanish by
Adrian Nathan West

Benjamín Labatut was born in Rotterdam
in 1980 and grew up in The Hague, Buenos Aires and Lima. He has published two
award-winning works of fiction prior to
When We Cease to Understand the World,
which is his first book to be translated
into English. Labatut lives with his family
in Chile.

Cover design by Ute Lübbeke

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782276142
£8.99
Out now
320pp
B-format PB

n ew i n pa pe rba ck

‘This slight book explodes
with extraordinary force’
The Times

Translated from the French by
Anna Moschovakis
Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277538
£8.99
Out now
160pp
B-format PB

Without his more-than-brother, Alfa is alone
and lost amidst the savagery of the conflict.
He devotes himself to the war, to violence and
death, but soon begins to frighten even his
own comrades in arms. How far will Alfa go to
make amends to his dead friend?

David Diop was born in Paris in 1966
and grew up in Senegal. He now lives in
France, where he is a professor at the
University of Pau. At Night All Blood is
Black is David’s second novel. It was
shortlisted for ten major prizes in France
and won the Prix Goncourt des Lycéens as
well as the Swiss Prix Ahmadou Kourouma. It is currently being translated into
13 languages.
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n ew i n pa pe rb a ck
WHEN WE CEASE TO
UNDERSTAND THE WORLD
BENJAMÍN LABATUT

n ew i n pa pe rb a ck

THE PASSENGER

n ew i n pa pe rba ck

MENG JIN

ULRICH ALEXANDER BOSCHWITZ

An epic, heartbreaking novel about the legacy of migration,
opening on the night of the Tiananmen Square massacre

The Top 10 Sunday Times Bestseller – a devastating rediscovered
classic written from the horrors of Nazi Germany

‘Enthralling... Sharp, intricate,
and true’ C Pam Zhang

Cover design by Mumtaz Mustafa

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781911590453
£8.99
October 2021
288pp
B-format PB

On the night of the Tiananmen Square massacre, a woman gives birth alone in a Beijing
hospital. Years later, her daughter Liya travels
from America to China with her mother’s
ashes, hoping to unravel the legacy of silences
and contradictions that she inherited from
that night onwards.

Berlin, November 1938. With storm troopers
battering against his door, Otto Silberman
must flee out the back of his own home.
He emerges onto streets thrumming with
violence: it is Kristallnacht, and synagogues
are being burnt, Jews rounded up and their
businesses destroyed.

As Liya seeks to understand her family
history, we travel through Shanghai and
Beijing, and deep into the past, uncovering an
unexpected love triangle whose repercussions
reach up to the present moment.

Turned away from establishments he had
long patronised, betrayed by friends and
colleagues, Otto finds his life as a respected
businessman has dissolved overnight. Desperately trying to conceal his Jewish identity,
he takes train after train across Germany in a
race to escape this homeland that is no longer
home.

Ambitious, multifaceted yet intimate, Little
Gods is a gripping story of migrations both
literal and emotional and of the tragic impact
of history on individual lives.

Meng Jin’s narrative prose has appeared
in the Threepenny Review, Ploughshare, the
Bare Life Review, Vogue and Best American
Short Stories 2020. A Kundiman Fellow,
she has an MFA from Hunter College and
received the David TK Wong Fellowship
at the University of East Anglia. Jin was
born in Shanghai and has lived in the UK
and the US.

‘Gripping and viscerally
affecting’ Telegraph

Translated from the German by
Philip Boehm
Cover illustration by Riki Blanco

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782275404
£8.99
November 2021
256pp
B-format PB

Ulrich Alexander Boschwitz was born into
a German-Jewish family in Berlin in 1915.
He and his mother fled Germany after
the rise of the Nazis, eventually settling
in Britain. There they were arrested in
1940 and held in an internment camp and
Boschwitz was deported to Australia. He
died on a ship back to Europe in 1942,
which was torpedoed by a German submarine; he was only 27 years old.
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THE EIGHTH GIRL
MAXINE MEI-FUNG CHUNG

In this unsettling psychological thriller, a woman with multiple
personalities is drawn into London’s dangerous underworld
One woman, many personas. But which one
is telling the truth?
Alexa Wú is a brilliant yet darkly self-aware
young woman whose chaotic life is manipulated and controlled by a series of alternate
personalities. Only three people know about
their existence: her therapist Daniel; her
stepmother Anna; and her enigmatic best
friend Ella.

‘An authentic and heartrending page-turner’ Clare
Mackintosh

Cover design by Jo Walker

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782276968
£8.99
November 2021
480pp
B-format PB

When Ella gets a job at a high-end gentleman’s club, she is gradually drawn into
London’s cruel underbelly. With lives at stake,
Alexa follows her friend on a daring rescue
mission. Threatened and vulnerable, she will
discover whether her multiple personalities are her greatest asset, or her biggest
obstacle.
Maxine Mei-Fung Chung is a psychoanalytic psychotherapist, clinical supervisor
and training psychotherapist. Originally
trained in the arts, she previously worked
as a creative director for ten years at
Condé Nast, the Sunday Times and The
Times. Maxine completed the Faber Academy advanced novel-writing course and
currently works in private practice. She
lives in London with her son.

PUSHKIN
C O L L EC T I O N

NINA BERBEROVA

I WOULD PREFER NOT TO:
ESSENTIAL STORIES

The first English translation of celebrated Russian writer Nina
Berberova’s debut novel: an intense story of family conflict

A new selection of Melville’s most electrifying stories, in a
beautiful Pushkin Collection edition

HERMAN MELVILLE

On a crisp September morning, trouble comes
to the Gorbatovs’ farm. Having fled revolution
and civil war in Russia, the family has worked
tirelessly to establish themselves as crop
farmers in Provence, their hopes of returning home a distant dream. While young Ilya
Stepanovich is committed to this new way of
life, his step-brother Vasya looks only to the
past. With the arrival of a letter from Paris,
a plot to lure Vasya back to Russia begins in
earnest, and Ilya must set out for the capital
to try to preserve his family’s fragile stability.

‘A unique, harmonious, and
brilliant book’ Vladimir
Nabokov

Translated from the Russian by
Marian Schwartz
Cover design by Clare Skeats

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782276975
£12
July 2021
224pp
Flapped Paperback

The first novel by the celebrated Russian
writer Nina Berberova, The Last and the First
is an elegant and devastating portrayal of the
internal struggles of a generation of émigrés.

Nina Berberova (1901–1993) was a
Russian-born writer, academic, editor and
translator. Raised in St Petersburg, she
left Russia in 1922 and settled in Paris.
There she published widely in the émigré
press and wrote the stories and novels
for which she is now known. Berberova
emigrated to the United States in 1950
and eventually took up academic posts at
Yale and later Princeton.

In these stories of the surreal mundanity
of office life and obscure tensions at sea,
Melville’s darkly modern sensibility plunges
us into a world of irony and mystery, where
nothing is as it first appears.
A lawyer hires a new copyist, only to be met
with stubborn, confounding resistance. A
cynical lightning rod salesman plies his trade
by exploiting fears in stormy weather. After
boarding a beleaguered Spanish slave ship, an
American trader’s cheerful outlook is repeatedly shadowed by paralyzing unease.

‘Some of the most brilliant
stories of his or any other
century’ Philip Hoare

Cover design by Clare Skeats

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

9781782277460
£12
September 2021
256pp
Flapped Paperback

Herman Melville was born to a merchant
family in New York City in 1819. He
worked variously as a farmhand, a bank
clerk and a teacher before embarking
on a series of sea voyages that would
provide inspiration for his novels, including his masterpiece, Moby-Dick (1851).
Following poor sales and hostile reviews,
he abandoned fiction writing in 1857. He
died in relative obscurity in 1891.
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A BAD BUSINESS:
ESSENTIAL STORIES
FYODOR DOSTOEVSKY
A collection of six thrilling short stories by this classic Russian
writer, in a fresh translation and stunning new edition
The stories in this collection range from
impossible fantasy to scorching satire. A
civil servant finds a new passion for his work
when he’s swallowed alive by a crocodile.
A struggling writer stumbles on a cemetery
where the dead still talk to each other. An
arrogant but well-intentioned gentleman
provokes an uproar at an aide’s wedding, and
in the marital bed. And a young boy finds
unexpected salvation on a cold and desolate
Christmas Eve.
This vivid new translation by Nicolas Pasternak Slater and Maya Slater illuminates
Dostoevsky’s dazzling versatility as a writer.
His remarkable short fiction swings from
wickedly sharp humour to gripping psychological intensity, from cynical social mockery to
moments of unexpected tenderness.
Translated from the Russian by
Nicolas Pasternak Slater and Maya
Slater
Cover design by Clare Skeats

ISBN:
Price:
Published:
Extent:
Format:

32

9781782276739
£12
December 2021
224pp
Flapped Paperback

Fyodor Dostoevsky was born in Moscow in
1821. Renowned as a writer and journalist
during his lifetime, he spent four years
in a Siberian prison camp, and six years
of compulsory military service in exile,
in punishment for his membership of an
intellectual group critical of the tsarist
regime. He wrote masterpieces of psychological and existential fiction, including
Crime and Punishment and The Idiot.

RECENT
HIGHLIGHTS

‘A noir novel imbued with mystery and
elegance... bewitching’ ActuaLitté

‘Akutagawa was a born short-story writer’
Haruki Murakami

‘A powerful, engaging debut... impossible
to put down’ Alex Segura, acclaimed
author of Miami Midnight

ISBN: 9781782276531
Price: £12.99
Extent: 160pp

ISBN: 9781782277224
Price: £9.99
Extent: 224pp

ISBN: 9781782275558
Price: £12
Extent: 208pp

ISBN: 9781782276203
Price: £8.99
Extent: 224pp

‘An engaging mix of thoughtful profile and
personal memories’ iPaper

The Top 10 Sunday Times Bestseller
‘The year’s essential literary rediscovery’
Guardian

‘A powerful, engaging debut... impossible
to put down’ Alex Segura, acclaimed
author of Miami Midnight

‘A knowing tribute to classic crime, it
features all manner of puzzles’ The Times

ISBN: 9781911590514
Price: £9.99
Extent: 208pp

ISBN: 9781782275381
Price: £14.99
Extent: 288pp

ISBN: 9781782276890
Price: £12.99
Extent: 352pp

ISBN: 9781782276340
Price: £8.99
Extent: 288pp
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‘Beautiful, slim but powerful’ Nell Frizzell,
author of The Panic Years
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